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EDITOR’S NOTE
It appears that we just blinked and another holiday season is before us.
There were no opportunities to plan ahead, make a wish list, or even
check it twice. However, we can’t help but welcome this time of year
again. Yes, it is often seen as a shopping season where it all becomes
about what you buy and for whom—but we ask that you look past the
frenetic commercial interactions. Enjoy the glitz and glamour of a holiday
window or the layering of a coat and sweater to avoid the brisk wind
against your skin. Or maybe just sit back with a cup of hot cocoa as you
shamefully blast KOST 103.5 to sing along to your holiday favorites. I
know we are as we work through deadlines. We may even begin to do last
minute shopping between articles—after all, it’s just #research.
The holidays always bring magic to the streets. Maybe it’s the fashion,
the decor or the simple fact that we are all running around thinking
of one another. It may sound very Hallmark of us, but there is a lot
of sadness and loneliness out there; our best gift is to show those
individuals what the holidays are all about. It’s easy to be caught up in
our own lives, even I am at fault, but the best gift is being there, paying
attention and remembering that no matter the amount of time, it’s about
the camaraderie. We all get so busy that we forget to turn around and
thank those in our lives or to even make space for new friends.
So as you begin to review your holiday list one last time, ask yourself
when you last gave your time to someone else—don’t be a scrooge.
You never know, that one call might give you reason to put on those
new pumps with an LBD and red lipstick—or they may be the perfect
companion to come over and sip wine as you gift wrap. Nonetheless, it’ll
bring out the spirit of the season.
Therefore, while we share some holiday last minute favorites with you in
this issue, we also infuse our best memories from the team alongside of
some art and music...all wrapped up with a little romance for the season
under the mistletoe.
Happy Holidays,
From my LA Family to yours.
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#ICYMI

“I am new to The LA Fashion Magazine. I came across
it at a fashion show in LA and just feeling the cover
quality I was blown away. By no means was this just
a basic magazine. Flipping through it, the editorials
were high end but easy to relate to. The main thing I
loved. I must say, had to be seeing Paris Hilton on the
cover and back on the runway. Paris Hilton is a very
successful business woman, and whether or not people
agree, she is a role model. She has products that are
actually more popular abroad than they are here. And
though she has certainly made some mistakes
in her personal life, she has been
a success in her professional
career. As a role model, people
can learn from her mistakes
and her successes. Putting her
on the cover is a true definition of LA
and has earned you another fan.”
– DB HARRIS

RETRACTIONS | PG. 13, 45 NAME DOUGLASS BASSETT IS WRITTEN INCORRECT AND SHOULD READ DOUGLAS
BASSETT. PG. 10, 38 NAME ROCCO GEO GAGLIOTI IS WRITTEN INCORRECT AND SHOULD READ ROCCO LEO
GAGLIOTI. PG. 47 NAME PHILILPP PLEIN IS WRITTEN INCORRECT AND SHOULD READ PHILIPP PLEIN.
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EXPLORE RUNWAY LOOKS
FOR THE HOLIDAY SEASON
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PUFFER COATS
The solution to the arctic chill in the air
is, of course, a cozy, padded puffer jacket.
These jackets insulate from the cold and
keep in the heat. This outerwear staple is
perfect for the next big snow.

Kohl’s $91

OVERSIZED SWEATERS

HAVES

FOR THE

SEASON
Written by ISABELLA PENNESE

Finally, a list of runway styles you can
actually pull off. After the major fashion
events worldwide have wrapped up, it’s time
to revisit the winter trends for 2016–2017.
Here are some runway looks to keep you
looking both stylish and warm this winter.

Urban Outfitters $59

DENIM
Denim is a year-round classic, but this
season it really got some love with dresses,
trench coats, and of course statement jeans.
Don’t be afraid to layer different pieces to
complete your in-trend fashion statement!
Macy’s $118

LAYERS
Instead of packing away your summer
dresses this winter, layer them with a knit
turtleneck like Tory Burch or Valentino
did and instantly double your winter
wardrobe.

H&M $29.99
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(LEFT TO RIGHT) HILLARY SWANK, SOPHIA BUSH, KENDALL JENNER, KIM KARDASHIAN, GIGI HADID, SELENA
GOMEZ, GIGI HADID, CHIARA FERRAGNI, MIRANDA KERR, SELENA GOMEZ, EMMA ROBERTS, OLIVIA POLERMO

MUST

Nothing says winter cozy like an oversized
sweater, so embrace the season in the
most cozy and comfy knits. They can be
paired with anything from skinny jeans, to
maxi skirts, and everything in between.

WINDOW

SHOPPING
It has become tradition dating back to the 1800’s to
have people from around the globe gather to view the
unveiling of the holiday window...this year we ask that
you be inspired by the greats in the Big Apple such as
Tiffany’s, Henri Bendel and Macy’s as you become the main
attraction showing off your SEASON MUST.

Photography
SHELBY CHAN
Model
CYNTHIA CARVAJAL
Hair & Make-Up
MORGAN CHAN & NIKITA*
Stylist
N. GARCIA
Jacket
DELAVI
Bottom
MARIO DE LA TORRE
Belt
VINTAGE
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TOP 10 TECH

5

GADGETS TO GIFT THIS YEAR

This nifty device is designed for
coffee or tea beverages, and it
can either heat up or cool down
what is inside to the desired
temperature.

Written by: JEAN RUSSET
Technological advancement has shown no signs of slowing
down this year, and nowhere is it more obvious than when
looking at the litany of amazing tech gadgets available this
holiday season. There are enough to write an entire book
about, but since we’d rather spare you some serious decision
making anxiety, here is the rundown of what are sure to be 10
of the hottest gizmos this holiday season.

1

SAMSUNG KS8500 SERIES
55-INCH 4K TV $1,199

The number 4 is significant here; it stands for 4 times the
resolution of traditional high-definition televisions. This TV is the
perfect gift for the person in your life
who thoroughly enjoys the occasional
Netflix binge and would appreciate
being able to do it while watching a
screen with quality as near as you
can get to the local cinema without
having to leave home.

2

JBL PULSE 2 WIRELESS
BLUETOOTH SPEAKER $199

Besides being one of the best sounding speakers, this
portable bluetooth speaker literally shines due to the built-in
LED lights that enable 12 different light
show effects. It includes a rechargeable
battery that lasts up to 10 hours as
well as speakerphone functionality for
your mobile phone. By the way, did we
mention that it’s splashproof?
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3

MONSTER ELEMENTS WIRELESS
OVER-EAR HEADPHONES $350

Monster, Beats By Dre’s original
manufacturing partner, is no stranger
to high performance audio. These
headphones feature the superb sound
quality the company built their name
on, in addition to a unique feature
that sets their product apart from the
rest: touch panels on the sides of the
ear cups enable volume adjusting and
control of the music. The battery can last up to 24 hours, and
there are two different sound modes (“natural” and “club”). In
addition to wireless listening, they can be plugged in using the
auxiliary connection, or the USB audio option can be used for
direct digital audio with a compatible listening device.

4

MICROSOFT UNIVERSAL
FOLDABLE KEYBOARD $100

It’s portable, wireless and can connect to iOS or Android devices.
Even more exciting is the fact that the battery can last up to
3 months on a single charge. This device is perfect for those
times when your thumbs
just aren’t enough.

EMBER MUG
$
150

6

POLAROID PIC-300
INSTANT PRINT CAMERA $70

This new version of their classic Polaroid camera lets you
print photos right after you take them—the way it used to be
done. Blowing on the
pictures is optional.

7

8

GOPRO
HERO 5 $399

This new GoPro camera features voice control, electronic
video stabilization, 4K recording, a touchscreen display and is
waterproof. This camera makes it easy to film activities while
they are happening in places no cameraman could reach.

9

PLAYSTATION VR
$
400

Virtual reality gaming has existed only in our imaginations for
decades, but now that it is finally here, this headset provides
a gaming experience that is
totally immersive at a cost
hundreds of dollars less
than its competitors.

10

APPLE WATCH
SERIES 2 $400
The new version is faster, waterproof, and has built in GPS. Now
there is no need to bring your
phone with you on that lovely
outdoor run.

GOOGLE HOME
$
129

Google’s new virtual assistant device brings some serious
competition to the Amazon Echo released last year. You can
ask it questions, as well as play music, schedule events, or
check the weather. Both are
voice controlled, but Google’s
version has the full power of their
number one search engine builtin and features conversational
voice commands.
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‘ TIS THE SEA SON
of

STYLISH

LOOKS
DRESSING FOR EVERY OCCASION
Written by LIZZY COLLAZOS
‘Tis the season...party season, that is. And while you
probably have the majority of your social soirée outfits
dancing like sugarplums in your head, you still need to plan
accordingly so you can just go and enjoy the festivities. Yes,
the holidays are stressful...and not just the decorating and
shopping for gifts; but the main question,

WHAT DO I WEAR TO THE DIFFERENT PARTIES?
There will be many enticing invitations, each requiring a
different look. There’s the sexy cocktail party, the after
work office bash and the family gathering. Luckily, we’ve
got you covered so you don’t stress and miss out on the
fun. All it requires is a little pre-planning and vision. Let’s
simplify the dress code and make it easy but also fabulous.

T H E

T H E

T H E

D I N N E R

PA RT Y

PART Y

FAMILY
Obviously, your attire depends
on how formal your family
gets. I find it fun to dress
nicely and have a special day.
If you’re the hostess, you’ll
really want to be festive with
your look. Enjoy your outfit, enjoy your day and you can still
be a fabulous, fashion maven. Here, I would go classy with
a subtle hint of sexy. This will even broaden your “hostess
appeal” as the ultimate multitasker. It will have your guests
asking “How does she cook, decorate and stay so stylish?”
You will stand out as making an effort while being realistic
and comfortable. Here are some family party outfit ideas:
A beautiful bohemian embroidered top over a sequin tank.
This is an incredible look and you do not need to play up
accessories since you already are wearing your sparkle.
A textured grey skirt and beautiful white, feminine blouse
with a hint of ruffle. It is a bit more conservative but modern
at the same time.
I wish Happy Holidays to everyone. Remember, parties
and gatherings are fun and it don’t need to be a chore.
Accessorize, get creative and try something different; but
most importantly, stay confident and be yourself. That is
the golden, stylish rule!
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COCKTAIL
This is the intimate party where
you get to wear your “fantasy
fashion outfit” in a sense.
Nothing too outrageous but you
can have a bit more fun with
your look. For this event
there are no family, kids or co-workers—just you and your
honey. The cocktail party is the perfect place to let go a bit
and express whatever holiday mood you feel this year. Here
are a couple cocktail party outfit ideas:
Slip into something silver. Sometimes during the holiday
season there are holiday parties you really want to attend,
but just cannot decide on your outfit. You want to be festive
but maybe you cannot handle the idea of a cranberry or
brick red dress. This is when I slip into my classic slip
dress. You can never go wrong here. It’s timeless, modern
and sexy. You will certainly be a fashion standout with your
minimal elegance.
A touch of sparkle but with a rock-and-roll edge. There
is simply nothing sexier and more versatile than the LBD
(Little Black Dress). Add a touch of glitz for added glamour.
This option lets you be festive and modern at the same
time. A great tip here is to go easy on the hair and makeup.
It makes the outfit work better.

OFFICE
Obviously at the office party
you’ll want to reel yourself
in a bit and be a little more
conservative—keeping your
look trendy but classy. This is
definitely not the occasion
to push boundaries. Instead, you’ll want to show off your
sartorial skills, walking the delicate line between festive
and professional. A look that efficiently transitions from
desk-to-party would definitely be appreciated. So, I would
go for one of these two looks:
The classy white pantsuit. With the white pant suit, you’ll
stay current and trending yet professional. It exudes
strength and confidence with the ability to go straight
into the evening hours. If you go to work with a blouse
underneath, simply replace with a satin tank and voilà!
Or...a textured sweater dress is another great choice.
Pair with booties and you will be fashion forward and
comfortable. If you want a pop of color, go with cranberry.
With both of these options, you are staying contemporary
but taking it up a notch without regret the next day.
The key is to stay stylish and most importantly, professional.
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AND

Luxury is captured in LIC as LAFM
turns up the heat with an ice queen
look with Fiery Red Hair. Maybe its
her confidence, her allure, or the
warmth of her stare.

Photography
SHELBY CHAN
Model
EVEGENIYA
Hair & Make-Up
HILMA KARLA
Stylist
N. GARCIA

FIRE & ICE
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Dress
STUDIO M
Boots
STEVE MADDEN

Coat
MAXSTUDIO
Scarf
VINTAGE

Dress
FREE PEOPLE
Scarf
VINTAGE
Boots
STEVE MADDEN
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THE FABRIC OF POP CULTURE
A H I S T O R Y O F FA S H I O N I N L O S A N G E L E S
Written by GABRIELLA LAYNE
Living on the cusp of luxurious glam, rugged street style and
international influence, the fashion scene in Los Angeles is far
from basic. The bustling city represents two ends of a diverse
spectrum—from the infamously rugged streets of South
Central to the iconic stars glimmering on the Hollywood walk
of fame. No wonder fashion trends in La La Land only last the
lifespan of a one hit wonder!
As the birthplace of Hollywood and after decades of propelling
pop culture and entertainment, Los Angeles is renowned today
for merging a multiplicity of dynamic cultures and lifestyles that
have become intrinsic to its core. While landmarks, museums
and street art help tell the city’s stories, LA’s fashion history
narrates the way these distinct lifestyles overlap to create the
flare of West Coast style. With some insight from legendary
costume designer MAGGIE BARRY, we’ll explore some of LA’s
most iconic style moments and the thrilling history of fashion
in the spectacular.

SEEING STARS: THE HOLLYWOOD EFFECT
From a glance, LA style is merely a reflection of the glamorous
and lavish expectations of Hollywood. The widespread
influence of classic Hollywood films on Western Culture was
paramount from the beginning. These films were much more
than a source of entertainment—they were chronicling the
evolution of culture and in many cases, setting trends that
would be staples of pop culture for decades to come. Who
can forget James Dean and Marlon Brando’s iconic white tees
that become a symbol of rebellion, for example? Or better yet,
the obsession with Annie Hall’s signature posh style that took
the world by storm?
Amidst the undeniable influence of Hollywood on the trajectory
of fashion, the authentic power of street style comes full circle
in a way that enables regional staples to take center stage on
big screens around the globe.
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JOAN COLLINS and LINDA EVANS in Dynasty were
[iconic fashion] moments [in film]. It’s this example,
precisely when the style in the movies comes from the
streets, it is reinterpreted for a movie role which as a
result becomes the next big thing and demand soars!
This circle of life makes fashion intrinsic to the city’s cultural
heartbeat as Los Angeles style, gaining direct inspiration
from the movies filmed right on their streets, begins to mirror
everything from the social morale across different time periods
to the yearning for the high-life glorified in blockbuster films.

KEEPING THE PEACE: BIRTH OF 70s BOHEME
In the late 1960’s a counterculture erupted, giving birth to
the Hippie Movement. It propelled a new ideology into the
mainstream, motivated by a desire for peace and igniting a
powerful surge of optimism that brought the nation’s spirit
to new heights. Veering away from the enticing fantasies that
glamorous Hollywood films manifested for decades, a new
sense of style was introduced during this era, with casual
sophistication being replaced by unapologetic youth and
vibrancy. The reign of peaceful rebellion controlled social
morale deep into the 70’s, paving the way for whimsical fashion
trends to dominate, like bell bottoms, off-the-shoulder blouses,
tons of ruffles, and floral embroidery— clearly inspired by Asian
and Eurocentric nomad culture as both cultures shared the
wandering spirit that defined the 70’s.
Angelenos borrow traditional clothing customs from
all of its neighboring cities. Indian fabrics and clothes
from Artesia, African wax cloth from Fairfax, Kimono’s
from Little Tokyo and Cheongsam’s from San Gabriel.
The tapestry of cultures in LA help build the foundation
of its fashion because each and every designer pulls
from his/her own personal experiences. As designers
we push old traditions forward by instinct and they are
reinvented to become a new twist on an old favorite,
creating new traditions of our own.
With the movement spearheaded in the state of California,
its influence on LA style was undeniable. Today, bohemian
fashion is considered a trend that still encapsulates the
relaxed and free-spirited vibe of the city, influenced by its
breathtaking scenery and romantic views.

THE 80s
By the 80’s, subdued yet edgy style delivered a new energy to
the city of angels. And while the stability of the yuppie lifestyle
became the aspiration for young people, experimental new
trends told a different story. The conventions of silhouettes,
fabrics and hem lines in fashion were pushed to the limit in ways
that still permeate fashion culture today. Staples that defined
this era are still necessities in many LA hipster closets.
I believe the late 80’s was a great decade for fashion.
It was bold, happy, experimental and garnered crowd
appreciation. It had a joyous communicable quality to
it. People came together under one blissful idea and
explored it together on the streets or at the clubs.
While boxy silhouettes and velvet made a major comeback on
the runways and streets this season, leather (especially moto
jackets) have continued to be a signature no-brainer for Southern
Californians far beyond its dominance throughout the 80’s.
Leather jackets throughout the decades have
been reinvented, sculptured and deconstructed.
Embellished or not, vintage or not, shiny bright
neon new or natural, even vegan or not—all
changes aside, the leather jacket is still a staple in
everybody’s wardrobe.

#BRINGBACKTHE90S: REBEL IN PLAID
LA fashion has endured its highs and lows. But some periods
have stood the test of time to remain as symbols of nostalgia
for major cultural moments in time. This is unquestionably
the case for the 90’s, where racial tensions surged a political
movement that relied on West Coast hip-hop as its musical
backdrop. Dark colors, grungy plaid, and a fresh pair of
Converse Chuck Taylors were the period’s fashion essentials—
blurring gender lines and marking the beginning of the lean
toward ultra-casual.

Watch 100 YEARS
of fashion evolution,
JUST A SCAN AWAY!
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Whether it’s a glamorous affair or a relaxed day, when it
comes to traditions, we all wait to be under a mistletoe to
get that one kiss that sparks the seasons romance.
Photography
TATIYANA TAKENAKA
Models
TINA MARIE&
NIKO NESKOVIC
Hair & Make-Up
ANDY CALERO
Stylist & Set Design
LUKE FUNTECHA
Women’s Shirt
MARIO
DE LA TORRE

Watch the EXCLUSIVE
BTS FOOTAGE our DoB
shared from the shoot!

Women’s Blazer
ATELIER
ZVONKO MARKOVIC
Jewelry
CHARLENE K
Fur Coat
SKINGRAFT
Men’s Pants
GUCCI BY
TOM FORD
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Men’s Pants
RUFSKIN

Dress
ATELIER
ZVONKO MARKOVIC
Shoes
C&C LOS ANGELES
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Men’s Blazer
TOPMAN
Men’s Pants
VERSACE

STAR STUDDED STYLE
T H E L A U N C H O F L . A . B A S E D FA S H I O N H O U S E C & C
Written by GABRIELLA LAYNE
In the posh city of Hollywood, the
fashion elite are always ready for
lights, cameras and action. This
year, a new L.A. based accessories
brand has emerged that embodies
the glamorous West Coast. C&C is
a lavish accessories brand staying
true to its Los Angeles roots while
taking inspiration from Eurocentric
fashion staples—resulting in a
unique fusion of fashion forward
styles for the big city trendsetter
who loves to show out. The careful
craftsmanship and opulent design
details of each collection make the
brand a standout newcomer that
fills a void for the modern woman
who likes to display a touch of
sophistication and fun.

Dress
CATLEYA
Jewelry
CHARLENE K
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C&C designer Connie Chee
has a strong grasp of couture
craftsmanship, unique design
details, and decadent finishing
touches that make a designer shoe
undeniably special for women.
Incorporating exquisite materials
such as fine leathers and suede,
satin, ornate embellishments,
and fine detailing—the collections
have been described as “playful,
feminine, and most importantly
over the top glamorous.”
What better way to celebrate
the launch of design house C&C

Los Angeles than to host a starstudded event that speaks to
the old Hollywood glamour the
brand epitomizes? On November
11th, the brand’s head designer
Connie Chee united a group of
some of L.A.’s finest, including
her close pal and mentor Jimmy
Choo, for a chic affair at The City
Club Los Angeles. The over the
top affair was a perfectly fitting
event to publicly showcase the
brand’s ultra-feminine capsule
collections—“Old Hollywood and
“Privé and “Amore”—which are
available now for pre-order until
their official SS17 release. For
those who would like a sneak peak,
sample previews are available
online at the C&C website www.
cclosangeles.com

CONNIE CHEE & close pal, JIMMY CHOO

DOMINIKA POUNCE, JIMMY CHOO & BIA BAMBINA enjoying the night

AJA DANG & KAYLEY MELISSA the Fashion Forwards LA special guest from
Thoughtful Media PR attending along side CONNIE CHEE & JIMMY CHOO

The brand offers various styles
and silhouettes that can be
incorporated into a woman’s
everyday wardrobe or be worn out
for a spectacular night out. From
day to night or special occasion,
C&C Los Angeles has the perfect
“IT” shoe for women everywhere.

Scan to SEE
WHAT YOU
MISSED!
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THE LAFM TALKS

olidays

AT THE

Written by DESTINEE DUBOSE

A

s we head closer into the holiday season, the staff of
The LA Fashion Magazine comes together to spread
holiday joy amongst each other and amongst every
one of the magazine’s readers. Each staff member has shared
what making their workspace feel like home means to them.
Whether they makes these changes by contributing to their
individual assignments or by bringing positive energy to the
office, their daily passion and dedication to each other and to
their work is what makes The LAFM a family.

O

ffice

As the Director of Branding, ALEJANDRA VALENCIA always has
the best gadgets up her sleeve. These allow her to live up to the
standards by which each staff member’s work is held. For this
holiday season, Alejandra shared a few items on her personal
wish list she can’t wait to put to use in and outside of work.
My ultimate wish list item is actually a set, it’s the
Nikon D3X DSLR camera with the four must have
lenses 14-24mm lens f/2.8 AF-S, 135mm lens f/2 DC,
the 50mm f/1.4G AF-S and the Micro 60mm f/2.8D.
My line of work and hobbies are in the digital realm,
Apple and Nikon are my all time go to brands which
enhance anything I put my hands on.

LAFM’s Vice President of Marketing and Sales, BONNIE
ZAVALA, is always coming up with new ways to advertise the
magazine in order to attract new readers. This year, Bonnie
is excited to share the positivity and happiness of the holiday
season with readers through advertising.

One big happy LAFM FAMILY

From Director of Social Media and Web to mentor and beyond,
TINA MILOSAVLJEVIC is a firsthand witness to the ways in which
reader engagement shifts upward during the holiday season.
I notice more happiness during the holiday season.
People are more engaged. For instance, the ratio
of likes increases as more people spend time on
social media during the holidays. It’s a festive season
really. Also, having a positive influence on people is
a wonderful feeling and being able to share it keeps
me happy.
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Each collection represents what every women needs
in her closet during that season. However, the holiday
collection is very special because you can use more
festive fabric and every garment is about going out and
celebrating

As President of The LA Fashion Magazine, NINA VARGAS acts
as a leader and role model, bringing the staff together to
produce the large quantity of work that is required during the
holidays and to have fun while doing it.
Holiday’s are very busy for us professionally, and because
we all speak at the most outrageous hours of the night
I’d say we are as close as can be.... we yell, we cry, we
laugh, but we always hug it out. The only difference for the
holidays is that we truly respect each other and this is the
one time of year we openly share that. Other companies
save the party for the end of the year. We do group activities
on the regular. Dinners, a night out, or just Sunday Funday
and we support and participate in charities so for us, the
holiday magic is knowing we are still pushing hard for what
we strongly believe in. I guess, I don’t need to do anything
to bring my team together—we already are, and that is the
best feeling to start and end a year.

The holidays always bring out the festival joy in
people so we like to highlight that by featuring brands
and people that have been powerful and interesting
in the collective year. Our goal is to finish out the year
strong and get excited for the wonderful beginnings
of the coming year for the magazine.

EVETTE SMITH, LAFM’s E-Commerce Manager, works in the
boutique and design department. She was able to share some
details about the fashion in the online shop and the ways in
which the collections change throughout the year, especially
during the holidays.

Executive Assistant, ALLYHA PHILLIPS & President, NINA VARGAS

I think the main difference between NY and LA holidays is the
weather as well as, my favorite, the window displays. People
travel from all over the world to share this experience. I
have been in both places for the holidays, but I always find
NY to feel like home at this time. Maybe it’s hot chocolate
while seeing snowfall from my window. Born and raised in
California, I never knew what anyone meant by a ‘NY Winter’
or ‘a White Christmas’ but I learned REAL quick why it was
important to buy snow boots and a real winter coat. And let
me share this advice—Black Ice?! It’s slippery, very slippery,
and if you’re on it you WILL fall and it WILL hurt. I believe that
bruise lasted a good 2 weeks.
As Nina mentioned, the holiday season is usually the most
hectic time of the year for The LAFM as far as the workload.
However, as the President, Nina is always able to keep the end
goal in mind and maintain a home-like feeling in the office so
the staff is able to enjoy the work they do and to be proud of
the end result, despite the temporary stress.
We’re normally crazy! We’re a fashion forward publication
that is multi-faceted and growing...but I have noticed that
during the holidays we tend to apologize more and try
harder to bring out cheer. The occasional holiday meme’s and
reindeer onesies don’t hurt either. I think it’s the magic that
comes with the holidays—you just remember the good and
move forward. After all, if you’ve made it this far into the year
it’s for a reason. And it doesn’t end in the office, we share this
with our clients, readers and peers.

By listening to what some of the LAFM staff has to say about
the work that they do and the ways in which they share
what they know amongst each other, it is not hard to see
why the work that is produced is such high-quality. When a
group of people get together and work on something they all
have such passion and pure love for they are unstoppable,
and unstoppable is exactly what The LAFM intends to be
throughout this holiday season as well as the many holiday
seasons to come.

Although Nina is originally from California, she is also able to
experience what the holidays are like in New York. Of course,
it took some time to get used to the changes New York
challenged her with, but Nina embraced them and took it as an
opportunity to enjoy the scenery and all of the people who come
from around the world to experience the holidays in New York.
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LAST MINUTE GIFT IDEAS
Buying gifts can get a little tricky, especially when shopping
for your girls! From the glam girl to the girl boss, every
personality in the squad deserves a gift to match. Gone are
the days when shopping meant a weekend trip to the mall;
there’s a limitless array of designers, retailers, and artists to
choose from, but where do you start?
Well, we’ve taken some of the pressure out of buying this
holiday season, with a few picks from local designers we love!

1. MORPHE BRUSHES
This local brand is a favorite in the beauty
world! They offer high-quality makeup
brushes without the name brand cost.
With brushes, makeup, lashes, and tools
available, you can’t go wrong!

2. BIODERMA GIFT SETS
This is a personal favorite!
I purchased this a few weeks
ago at the recommendation of a
beauty expert at a local pharmacy
in Paris, and my skin has been
thanking me ever since! Bioderma
is the international skin care expert, by formulating all their
products with the purest ingredients, including molecules
naturally found in the skin for optimally healthy skin.

3. AVEDA HAIR
CERTIFICATES
From haircare, skin care, styling, and
even a men’s line, Aveda is your onestop shop for natural beauty. Aveda
Beauty products are good for you, good for the earth and good
for the community-what more could you ask for?
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9. COLORESCIENCE

13. VANITEUX LASHES

The Colorescience cosmetics brand
offers makeup with luxurious colors,
textures and finishes -- all while focusing
on the science of healthy skin. Their
sunscreen is a finalist in the NewBeauty
Choice Awards, so you’ll definitely want
to get your hands on this!

This hand-crafted Los Angeles
based line is all about luxury and
making you feel confident, chic and
fierce. All lashes in the Vaniteux
collection are 100% Mink and cruelty
free! Try the natural “Pari” lash, a dramatic lash that’s one of
the most popular in the single-layered collection.

Colorescience® Daily UV Protector™ SPF 30
Whipped Mineral Sunscreen

10. ZHENZEE

4. ART OF EDIBLES
When we say we’ve got something
for everyone, we mean it! The Art
of Edibles exclusively distributes
cannabis products with minimally
processed ingredients, that are raw,
with no preservatives, no processed
sugars, and even gluten free. This gourmet box of chocolate
will make this year’s stocking stuffers a sweet surprise!

7. DRUZY JEWELRY by
MONICA MAURO
Raw stone jewelry has made its
return to the runway, and this
classic look is the perfect idea for
a gift with balance. Druzy Jewelry
by Monica Mauro showcases the beauty of the Agate Stone,
tumbled into round beads that reveal the beauty of the
crystallized stone. The Agate is known to increase positive
energy, so you can send good vibes all season with this
collection!

8. DANI BIKE
This one is for the bike lover! Dani
Bike links your style to your life with
bike-inspired jewelry for men and
women. Featured at this year’s New
York Fashion Week, Dani Bike has
unique accessories that will make
you go from biker to biker chic.

Get ready to bring on the sun minus the skin damage with the Colorescience Daily UV Protector. This whipped physical SPF 30
sunscreen is specially formulated with a multilevel defense system that addresses harmful UVA/UVB rays, free radical damage
and environmental aggressors, allowing you to maintain healthy looking skin year round. This lightweight whipped mineral-based
sunscreen is smooth in application and lightly tinted for a flawless complexion. Apply the Daily UV Protector each morning to
prevent the signs of pre-mature aging by guarding against environmental aggressors that may accelerate the aging process. To
complete the beauty look, follow application of the Colorescience® UV Protector with our Tint Du Soleil™ and Sunforgettable®
Brush On Sunscreen SPF 30/50 for a beauty look that promotes healthy-looking skin today and for years to come.

Give the gift of comfort with Zhenzee
knit shoes! This one-of-a-kind shoe
Daily UV Protector™ SPF 30
 Daily protection for any occasion and
for most
skin types
issuitable
more
than
just a slipper, it has a
 UV reflective for healthy complexion
 Whipped to perfection for an easy rockered,
smooth applicationanti-slip sole to make your
 All-physical, UVA/UVB mineral sun protection
 Antioxidants help guard against free radical damage
daily strut cute and comfy. This will
 Provides a smooth, even complexion
 40 minutes water-resistant
make an especially great gift after
The Daily UV Protector™ will be available July 2016 for $34 at Colorescience.com
all the heels and holiday parties that
ABOUT COLORESCIENCE
The leading dermatologist-preferred premiumare
“all-in-one”
and skin protection
cosmetic company for health-conscious
justsunaround
the corner!
women who care about beauty inside and out, Colorescience sets the standard for uncompromising beauty with credible and

active protection formulations that are the best in skin-loving beauty. With the pledge to enhance beauty today and protect it for
tomorrow, all Colorescience products contain meticulously refined minerals, pigments, and nutrient-dense ingredients to include
enough zinc oxide & titanium dioxide to protect even the most delicate skin. Colorescience is committed to harnessing the best
of science and dermatology to provide superior products with clean ingredients and high-quality formulations to protect skin,
and improve it over time. Colorescience is available through a network of licensed physicians, luxury spas, colorescience.com,
Sephora.com and, QVC.com.

11. M THE MOVEMENT T’S

This luxury brand features ecofriendly streetwear for men and
women. Their most recent Love
More tee series was created to
promote love and support the Love
More Foundation, which was created
to serve communities around the
world. You can’t go wrong when you
send this message of love!

For information on Colorescience®, please contact Heather Arnold or Amanda Youssef at Behrman Communications
harnold@behrmanpr.com | ayoussef@behrmanpr.com | 212.986.7000

12. AMMANII JEWELRY
Nothing makes a better gift than
jewelry, especially unique pieces
that make a bold statement. The
Ammanii Jewelry line isn’t just about
handmade luxury accessories, it’s
about empowering women on a
global scale. Each purchase includes
a product made by women of Istabel
Antar, Egypt, to support their community and uplift a message of
a better tomorrow.

14. CRYSTAL QUINN ART
Right on trend for the holiday,
Crystal Quinn Art embraces
individuality with wire wrapped
natural stones, in an edgy but
all-natural way. Each stone has
meaning, from clarity to happiness,
so give the gift that keeps on giving.

15. CATERINA JEWELRY
We believe the perfect gift comes in
a small box! This is why Jewelry is
the perfect gift for anyone. Caterina
Jewelry offers the CJ Golden Charm
Bracelet, an editors favorite piece that
is beautiful, dazzling, and unapologetically feminine. We can all
easily agree this this stunning piece adds just the right dose of
éclat to your outfit, all while giving you a fabulous, champagneclanking look. Not looking for Opal on yellow gold? Go to their
site as they have a ton of goodies to choose from.

16. TWALA INITMATES
Need a special gift for that special
someone? Check out Twala
Intimates, a brand that offers
the right amount of delicate and
function in their intimate wear.
From bra-lets to pajama sets, you
are sure to find the perfect “special”
gift at a very reasonable price.
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FASHION,
ART &
SEX
A WINTER ROMANCE WITH RACHEL T. HARRIS

Written by
ELIZABETH FRANCES

Photography
SUZANNE
STRONG

Models
RACHEL T. HARRIS &
BRANDI HOWE

Hair & Make-Up
ANDY CALERO
Stylist
ALEJANDRA
VALENCIA

Choker
BOWENERO
Lingerie
KISS KILL
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A

t the intersection of the West Coast’s burgeoning
Art community and the venerated entertainment
industry lies Rachel T. Harris, perfectly poised to
dominate the artistic zeitgeist.

In light of the Hollywood allure, countless film, television and
music innovators, and conspicuous theme parks; historians,
cultural anthologists, and tourists deemed Los Angeles “The
Entertainment Capital of the World.” However, recently traditional
artistic creative expression has captured the imagination and
interests of Angelenos.
Historically, Southern California produced American artist icons
Ed Ruscha and John Baldessrai, and harbored highly-ranked art
schools, galleries and museums. Now a recent influx of artists,
designers and wealthy patrons have converged on Los Angeles,
California—capitulating the cosmopolitan metropolis into an Art
Capital. Downtown, with its industrial warehouses and thriving
artistic community, serves as the epicenter of the Los Angeles Art
Scene. Downtown houses the exalted Broad Museum, Museum of
Contemporary Art, monthly Downtown Art Walk, the Arts District
and countless studios with in-house artists diligently cementing
Los Angeles as the “Contemporary Art Capital of the World.”
In the midst of the panorama of contemporary art and indisputable
beauty sits California native, Rachel T. Harris.
Rachel is gorgeous. Her lithe frame, ocean blue eyes and sunkissed tresses evoke an effortless sensuality, reminiscent of an
au courant Brigitte Bardot.
She hails from Pasadena, and studied art and design at the
prestigious California College of the Arts, as well as the Fashion
Institute of Design and Merchandising. Shortly after completing
her studies, Rachel produced her first solo art show, promptly
selling 16 abstracts works of art. While displaying her creative
prowess at her show, Rachel was approached by a Playboy scout
to pose for the emblematic men’s lifestyle and entertainment
publication. Although she did not have any prior modeling
experience, Rachel slayed her Playboy centerfold, culminating
in her being crowned Miss November 2015. In an interview
subsequent to her Playboy appearance, Rachel extolled her
inclusion into Playboy history and discussed the link between
her traditional background and modeling, “the art world is
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Choker
BOWENERO
Silk Tops
BOWENERO

Dress
BOWENERO

Dresses
BOWENERO

Dress
BASIX BLACK LABEL
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Chokers
BOWENERO
Dresses
SABO SKIRT

Choker
BOWENERO
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Chokers
BOWENERO

One Piece
KISS KILL

Dresses
SABO SKIRT

Jacket
HOTTIE + LORD
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Choker
BOWENERO
Silk Top
BOWENERO
Dress
BASIX BLACK
LABEL

constantly inspired by the female form. Playboy is giving me the
opportunity to be represented as a public artist.”
Even though Rachel is a bombshell beauty, she primarily identifies
herself as a “personality artist” who believes that, “by pulling back
the curtain on the artistic process and inviting the viewer into her
world, she creates a space for experimentation, exploration, and
challenging the traditional notions of the “face behind the work.”
On her self-titled website, she melodiously explains her goals and
process:
“My aim is to break down the barriers of traditional art industry
hierarchy by challenging human assumptions and observations.
My work is a daily endeavor of lending both my art and my
physicality to the viewer’s gaze, which I find enhances my overall
vision. Working in the realms of painting, illustration, and design,
I create textured, large-scale pieces using raw materials, mostly
from DIY construction projects, evoking elements of spontaneity
and industrialism. The art demonstrates contrast, both visually
and conceptually. Being photographed with my art is a vulnerable
act, threading my literal image into abstract expressionism. I find
it necessary to integrate the artist and the art, creating a space
that enables vulnerability in a way that tests the relationships and
responses to our material and tactile lives. It allows me to provoke
a juxtaposition between my demure, “angelic” appearance and
my towering, heavy-bodied art; with its often dark inspirations.
Working on a series, I employ a thematic method with focus on
texture and form. I apply layers of different materials on multiple
panels, using canvases ranging from 5-15 feet. Employing rich
color pallets and dynamic movement and dimensions allows me
to be at the mercy of the event—making the process itself as
significant as the product. The materials I use never manifest the
same way twice, while also leaving a hauntingly signature style.
It’s an undertaking both physically and emotionally demanding—
the reward is representative of the work you see.”
Seemingly in the tradition of Abstract Expressionism, Rachel’s
work is audacious, passionate and intriguing. ‘Abstract
Expressionism” is an art genre coined by the late art critic Robert
Coates. According to the curators of The Metropolitan Museum of
Art, the movement originated in post-World War II New York City,
and is loosely categorized by abstract imagery, and, “an emphasis
on dynamic, energetic gesture, in contrast to a reflective, cerebral
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focus on more open fields of color.” The works within the abstract
expressionist school exhibit an idiosyncratic, commanding
aesthetic prominently found in Rachel’s self-curated pieces. Artworld enthusiasts recognize her ingenuity. Rachel’s work was
exhibited at the illustrious Art Basel show in Miami, Florida, and
she produced a widely-acclaimed 20-piece collection following
her Playboy centerfold debut.
Rachel’s latest work includes the “Harris Howe Project.” This
is a joint venture with model/fashion designer Brandi Howe
incorporates a short visual presentation featuring Rachel and
model Kris Kidd. Against a dark backdrop and opaque lightening,
sharp images of Rachel intricately employing various artistic
techniques on Kris pepper the screen. The camera artfully
captures the application of white paint on Kris’ skin with broad
brush strokes, spray paint, and Rachel’s delicate hands, ostensibly
caressing color across his canvas. Rachel also affixes leafy
materials with gold clasps on specific regions, tearing the rough
fabric with her teeth. The process of turning Kris into an abstract
form of art is illuminated by the enticing intimacy between the
artist and muse. Within the piece, Rachel and Kris stare at each,
exchanging a knowing understanding. In another scene, they
embrace, with Kris grasping her waist and Rachel wrapping
her arms around him in a protective stance. The work aptly
demonstrates the immense trust, commitment and chemistry
imperative for such innovative works of art.
The Harris Howe Project brilliantly presents a gripping exhibition
of Rachel’s cutting-edge style. The viewer is instinctively drawn
into her world, eagerly anticipating her every move. Rachel
astutely conveys the attraction to her curated pieces, “In my work
you can see sensuality next to silence, young versus deep-rooted,
sharp alongside soft. “Indeed, her ability to stir emotions, grasp
our attention and leave us begging for more makes Rachel T.
Harris a captivating and necessary asset to the world of art.

Scan this QR Code to
stream a video featuring
The Harris Howe Project.
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Photography
SUZANNE STRONG
Model
NET CHITTANGKURA
Hair & Make-Up
ANDY CALERO
Stylist
M.B. JOHNSON

It’s beginning to look a lot like...Winter! And while hearing
“winter” in California may not have us running to roast chestnuts
on an open fire it does make us think of sex, glitz, glam—and
how to make it all fit together to be “insta-famous.” That is why
this season we have decided to be inspired by a modern Frozen
meets runway—after all, hand us a diamond bustier and faux
lashes any day and we are in! Nicole Kidman said it best in
Moulin Rouge,“Diamonds are a girl’s best friend,” and we want
to ooze in them. (Take notes Santa!) The palette this season is
icy to keep it chilly. We are aware by now that that sun-kissed
tan is no longer part of your life (unless it’s in a bottle, but who
has time for that?). So we say, embrace the white, pull out the
metallics, blues, reds, black, and grab yourself a pair of Vaniteux
Lashes. Are you ready? Let’s begin!

The classic Red Lip is tradition when thinking of an old
Hollywood glam. This year, make it icy by mixing a bit of plum. We
recommend CHARLOTTE TILLBERRY’S GLASTEONBERRY ($32)
alongside a champagne shadow like L’OREAL’S INFALLIBLE in
AMBER RUSH and ENDLESS PEAR ($7).
Forget overdone foundation, accentuate features by using KEVIN
AUCOIN SCULPTING POWDER in MEDIUM ($44). Highlight
your cheeks and nose with MAKEUP REVOLUTION THE ONE
HIGHLIGHT CONTOUR STICK ($5).
Finish the look with Whispy Lashes...and VOILÀ!
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Corsets
MARCELO PANDOLA
Ring & Necklace
REBELLA TAIEB
Earrings & Head Piece
ALEXANDER LOZA FOR
ADOLFO SANCHEZ
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PG. 52 Of course, every now and then we want
some DRAMA! And the best place to find it is
through the eyes...so first use a nude lippy
like TOP SHOPS LIPS in NATURIST ($10).
Then a contour stick like TARGET’S BLACK
RADIANCE CONCEALER STICK to define
your cheek bone ($2) and SEPHORA’S
MICROSMOOTH BAKED LUMINIZER ($14) on
the top of your cheeks.
Now it’s time for the main event—your eyes!
Use black liner on your lid and stack green
shadow with a black smokey rim from URBAN
DECAY’S SHADOW BOX ($34). Top it off with
Dramatic Lashes and a few coats of Mascara.

PG. 53 Love being the topic of conversation?
Get into the icy mood by using a bright
blue lip like MAC’S BANGIN’ BRILLIANT
LIPSTICK DREAMPOT ($17).
Finish the look using MAYBELLINE’S EYE
STUDIO COLOR TATTOO in SILVER SPARK
($8) paired with ANASTASIA BEVERLY HILLS
EYE SHADOW in DUO CHROME /IRIDESCENT
PURPLE ($12).
Add Eyeliner, Mascara and you are done!

PG. 54 Lastly, we say go full or go home...and
that’s full PURPLE! This time, use the same
silver liquid shadow but add a brighter shade to
the lid to make it POP! NARS DUAL-INTENSITY
SHADOW in PHOEBE is a MUST! ($29).
Next, add a bit of purple on your cheeks with
LORAC COLOR SOURCE BUILDABLE BLUSH
in ULTRA VIOLET ($22).
The Final Touch? NYX WICKED LIPPIES in
IMMORTAL ($7). Brrr, this is a chill worth
waiting for!
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SELF DRIVING CARS

light off of them and the surroundings. Furthermore, there is
a computer that digests all this information and translates it
into actions, such as braking or steering. So, in other words,
the cars use technology that was once relegated to the vivid
imagination of the visually challenged and admirers of scifi movies, but has now somehow crossed from the realm of
fiction into reality.

T H E W AY O F T H E F U T U R E
Written by: JEAN RUSSET

The self-driving cars that Uber has on the streets in “the Steel
City” are part of a pilot program of an unspecified number
of cars. The vehicles still have a human supervisor in the
driver’s seat, but it’s just a matter of time before the cars will
be completely sans-human. It’s not known at this time how
long the cars have been out on the roads, or where you just
might catch a glimpse of one, but there is a chance that the
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So how do driverless cars work? Well, the vehicles use radar
sensors positioned around the car that can detect other
vehicles close by. Video cameras, as many as twenty, are used
to keep watch on other vehicles, as well as decipher road
signs and traffic lights. There are also sensors that use light
from lasers to detect roads and their markings by bouncing

Depending on which company you ask or the source, you’ll be
able to get your hands on your own self-driving car within 2 to
4 years. Ford and Volvo have indicated
that they will have autonomous cars,
ones that can fully drive themselves
without human assistance, by 2021. It’s
an achievement that has the potential
to radically change the everyday lives of
working adults. Imagine that time lost
waiting in traffic instead being used to
get some work done, read a book, or
get some much needed rest. Since the
cars are able to communicate with each
other, and would cause fewer accidents
than humans during rush hour, this has
the potential to dramatically reduce the
amount of traffic and congestion on
your commute to work. Cities where
public transit is lacking could find the
void in their infrastructure filled by cars
able to accommodate the diverse travel
needs of their residents.

THE VEHICLES USE
RADAR SENSORS

POSITIONED AROUND
THE CAR THAT CAN
DETECT OTHER

Companies, like Google for instance,
have been testing driverless cars on
the road consistently, as far back as
2009, and their website claims the
cars have racked up over 2 million
miles on the road to date1. You would
be hard pressed to find records of
them ever causing an accident upon
searching; compare that to the 35,092
fatalities in the United States reported
by the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration this past year2, and it
could easily be argued that the fear of these autonomous cars
is not warranted. Safety, in fact, is one of the key selling points
of these vehicles by the companies that make them. The cars
don’t get tired and veer off the road due to fatigue. They don’t
get road rage, get drunk or try to send an email while downing
a burrito—you get the picture.

VEHICLES CLOSE BY

google.com/selfdrivingcar/
crashstats.nhtsa.dot.gov/Api/Public/ViewPublication/812318

This isn’t just a concept either. No technological evolutionary
aspiration waiting to be naturally selected. This is right here,
right now. If you look out your window (in Pittsburgh) you just
might see one zoom past.

Although Pittsburgh is the first city in the United States to
offer self-driving cars to commuters and also happens to be
where Uber’s self-driving car research center is located, it’s
not the first place in the world to have these cutting-edge
vehicles cruising the streets—
that title belongs to Singapore.
This past August, Renault and
Mitsubishi vehicles modified by
a company, named NuTonomy,
became the first self driving
taxis to begin offering rides to
willing customers. Rides are only
being offered in a 2.5 mile radius
from predetermined points, but
you have to start somewhere
right? Jokes aside, this is still a
momentous achievement that
has occurred while testing of autonomous cars continues to
spread to cities around the globe in places such as London,
Zürich, Barcelona, and Shanghai—just to name a few.
These developments point to the dramatic impact this new
technology will have in the future and how it won’t be felt just
locally in your neighborhood; it will be something felt and
experienced globally.

2

Today, the automobile, with its
internal combustion engine, is
still with us, now joined by electric
cars and hybrids that are closer
to being the main attraction than
they ever were. The latest arrival
to this party is the new selfdriving car, and it brings with
it an entirely new way to travel:
autonomous driving. In essence,
vehicles that can mash the gas,
hit the brakes, and turn the wheel
all by their lonesome. “Look Ma! No hands!”

Further bringing this new reality closer is the federal
government’s proposal, released this past October, stating
that a self-driving car could be used by the public without
the presence of a licensed driver as
long it has passed a 15 point safety
examination. There still remains quite a
bit of work to be done before the cars are
granted full regulatory approval, but this
is a very positive sign for those seeking
to bring self-driving cars out of the test
phase. Removing the requirement to
have a human being in the driver seat
would be a move into some unchartered
territory; it’s a move that will undoubtedly
arouse the natural fear of the unknown
for many. Is there anything to really be
afraid of though?

Volvo XC90 that just whizzed past you may be one of them; the
Volvo’s XC90, as well as a group of Ford Fusions released on
the same roads in September, are the models being used as
part of Uber’s test.

1

The invention of the gasoline powered automobile over 130
years ago revolutionized life in ways no one could imagine.
At the time, there was no highway system to speak of. The
branches of this vast network of roads had not yet been laid
across the country, but when it eventually happened, barriers
were broken down and limits removed. In their place, a new
freedom that could be grasped by anyone with the means to
get behind the wheel of a car. It was the first time you could go
anywhere in the country that you really wanted.

There are still some driving situations where good ol’
fashioned human beings win the safety contest hands down,
such as stormy weather and snow. Bad weather gets in
the way of the sensors and snow on the ground can cause
problems with navigation. Companies making these vehicles
are figuring out how to meet these challenges, but for now,
you’ll have to hold off on hailing that Uber to drive you to
work in a rain or snowstorm.

There are negatives to consider too,
such as loss of jobs (truck drivers would
be under considerable threat), a strong
possibility that the technology will be
expensive and the chance that the
technology may malfunction. No matter
how you look at it though, the technology is groundbreaking
and historic. In just a few years, we may find that the driver’s
side location may have moved from the front to the backseat.
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DON MOSER & NIKKI LUND
Written by LOWELL TAYLOR
Photography by JOE SIMPSON
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LET’S START WITH YOU NIKKI,
HOW DID YOU GET INTO FASHION?
NIKKI I have been into fashion since I was a little girl—since
probably 8 years old. My mother made patterns and my
grandmother sewed. So if you wanted something you had
to make it—that’s just how it was. I used to go to the store
with my mother to buy fabric and make patterns. So I’ve been
doing this for a long time.
YOU’RE ALSO A SINGER AND MAKE MUSIC, SO HOW DID
THAT TRANSITION HAPPEN SINCE YOU DO BOTH MUSIC
AND FASHION?
NIKKI I think that there is such a marriage between the two that’s
undeniable. I mean if you just look at Lou Reed, Betsey Johnson
and The Velvet Underground or look at the marriages that
happen between people like David Bowie and Iman—even Dead
Heads. Whatever it was, there has always been a connection
between the two. There are always these trends of fashion with
whatever group or whatever is happening. For me it has always
been music mimicking fashion and fashion mimicking music—
the two are just really married together. I’m a musician and a
songwriter and have been doing music my whole life. I was in a
band with my brother called Secret Mind and we made our own
clothes. My brother sews, I sew and we got a pretty big following
in LA. We had a lot of famous friends and we were lucky enough
to have that support and those friends. Then before we knew
it I got a phone call from Fred Levine who owns M. Fredric. He
wanted to meet and said that there was a shirt of mine he liked.
I was a huge fan of the stores—they have amazing stores. At the
time I believe they had like 40 stores and I was like “you want
one of my band shirts?” It was a band shirt with embroidery on
the sleeves and on the back.
Fredric Levine did a small test order and before I knew it I
was in 1 of the stores, then 20 of the stores then 40 of the
stores and it was the number one selling shirt in the store.
So we put our CDs on the shirts and used them as a catalyst
for our music—which was really cool. We packaged in the
price of the CD with the clothes and started our own little
distribution.
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TELL US A BIT ABOUT YOUR NEW MUSIC.
ANYTHING EXCITING?
NIKKI I just recently had a #12 hit on the Billboard Dance
chart for my song Love Overdose. I am really excited and was
shocked. I know that people say that it wasn’t expected, but it
really wasn’t expected.
IN ADDITION TO MUSIC AND FASHION, ARE CONTINUING
TO ADD TO YOUR RESUME. IT SOUNDS LIKE YOU HAVE A
NEW TV SHOW COMING OUT SOON. CAN YOU TELL US A
LITTLE BIT ABOUT THAT?
NIKKI I do have a new TV series. It’s a competition series. It’s like
Project Runway, but a little more multicultural. There are people
from all over the world who will be contestants. All of them are
very talented at what they do and I am the host. The show is
called Queen on 34th and it’s coming out in January 2017. I am
pretty excited to see how it turns out—so I am the queen on 34th.
YOU HAVE A LOT OF BIG THINGS GOING ON. IS THERE
ANYTHING ELSE EXCITING WE SHOULD EXPECT TO SEE
ON THE HORIZON FOR YOU?
NIKKI Well, I’m pregnant—so that trumps it all. It’s a baby
boy and I’m really excited. It’s my greatest project, my
greatest design.
YOU AND DON RECENTLY GOT TO PERFORM TOGETHER. CAN
YOU TELL US A LITTLE BIT ABOUT HOW THAT CAME ABOUT?
NIKKI It was Fashion Week in New York.
DON Honestly, I didn’t know what to expect. I thought there
was going to be a fist fight or something backstage. I think it
was sprung on Nikki at the last moment.
NIKKI [Chuckling] Like everything else in my life!
DON She was gracious enough to go with the flow and I think
that she probably knew what was going to happen about 3
minutes before showtime.
NIKKI Yeah about 3 minutes—if that. They just came up to me
and said, “There are going to be a bunch of guitars.” I was
like, “Uuuh, what?” But then I looked at them and they were
beautiful guitars. So I said of course! I would love to have these
on the runway. They’re pieces of art—not just regular guitars!

I’M PREGNANT—
SO THAT TRUMPS
IT ALL. IT’S A
BABY BOY AND I’M
REALLY EXCITED.
IT’S MY GREATEST
PROJECT,
MY GREATEST
DESIGN.

HAD YOU TWO MET BEFORE THE FASHION SHOW DURING
FASHION WEEK?
NIKKI No. That was the first time.
DON Thank you for not kicking my ass when you met me.
NIKKI [Laughing] Oh, no, no, no. We saved that for later.
HAHAHA! DO YOU FEEL THE LOVE?
DON Now we feel the love. We’re way too close probably. We
stay in contact and have even more reason to stay in contact
now that we have a new family member on the way [pointing
to Nikki’s pregnant belly], so I get to be Uncle Don.
NIKKI Yup. He’ll be Uncle Don.
DO YOU HAVE ANY FUTURE PROJECTS OR
COLLABORATIONS PLANNED?
NIKKI We’ve just been writing songs; some really good songs.
DON We’re doing some funk. We’re bringing the funk. Nikki
also collaborated with me on a project I had a worked on for
the Smithsonian. She created a beautiful guitar strap for a
guitar I had inducted into the Smithsonian National Museum
for African American Art and Culture.
NIKKI It’s so cool. I still can’t believe it.
WOW! HOW MANY PEOPLE CAN SAY THAT THEY HAVE
THEIR WORK IN THE SMITHSONIAN?
DON
Especially a white girl
NIKKI [Laughing] And a white boy! But Don thinks he’s black.
Hahahaha.
DON We are collaborating on some really cool stuff and
looking into the future, seeing what that holds. I expect some
really great things. Nikki, of course, is busting her ass and I
am just trying to keep up with the pace she’s setting.
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YOU GOTTA
PAY THE
PRICE
TO PLAY
THE BLUES.

IT SOUNDS LIKE YOU BOTH LIKE A LOT OF ART AND HAVE
A GREAT WORKING RELATIONSHIP AND FRIENDSHIP.
NIKKI We do. We have great synergy. That’s what it’s all
about. When you come together and you’re creating, it’s
just one little spark and then it’s like WHAM! I can really get
down with this person on so many different levels. One thing
turns into the next.
DON Yeah. She’s inspired me as far as my guitar building and
of course the music. You know her latest single to drop really
inspired me to get back into that style of writing as well. I was
stuck into the blues for a minute—I’m still doing the blues…
but I’m doing other stuff too.
NIKKI I brought a little sunshine into his life and he brought a
little of the blues into my life…hahaha…baby blues.

HOW LONG DO WE HAVE TO WAIT BEFORE WE GET TO SEE/
HEAR SOMETHING FROM THE TWO OF YOU?
DON A couple of minutes, right? We can start something and
collaborate any time. That’s what she was talking about—the
synergy we have. We can at a moment’s notice, drop something
worthy that has value. I can feed off what she’s doing.
NIKKI Yeah. You can also go to the Smithsonian to see our
collaboration—you can see the guitar and the strap on display.
We have a song we are working on too.
DON There are other museums in the works too, like the Met.
We’re shooting for the Met in 2020 and that’s a done deal. There’s
also place in Baton Rouge…there will be those collaborations
coming up. We get down. [To Nikki] Are we going on tour?
NIKKI We are.

DON You gotta pay the price to play the blues, right?
NIKKI That’s right!

WHEN ARE YOU TWO GOING ON TOUR?
NIKKI Who knows!
DON Well, as soon as this interview is over. We are going to
hitchhike to New York
NIKKI Yup. We are. Actually, probably sometime after February
‘cause I’m having a baby.
DON Yeah. The baby’s daddy, Jeff (Nikki’s fiancé), is a hell of a
guitar player and we are going to try to twist his arm to come
along and join the party here… [to Nikki] or does he have to stay
home and babysit?
NIKKI No! He has to come on tour to babysit. I want the baby with
me [laughing].
DON So the baby will be on tour with us. Nikki is my girl and I
appreciate everything she’s done. She’s brought a lot of love and
lot of magic to my world. I just really appreciate it.
NIKKI Likewise.
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DON, LET’S FOCUS ON YOU FOR A MOMENT.
HOW DID THE DEAL TO HAVE YOUR GUITAR ON DISPLAY
AT THE SMITHSONIAN HAPPEN? HOW DID THEY DISCOVER
YOUR GUITAR?
DON I think they heard about me through the Rock and Roll
Hall of Fame probably. I think the curators over there touched
base probably. Then I got a call from the Smithsonian asking if
I had any guitars laying around that I wanted to donate to the
cause. And of course, it’s the Smithsonian National Museum
of African American History and Culture, so I couldn’t be more
excited as one of the few white boys if not the only white boy in
the musical crossroads portion of the museum. So that’s really
exciting. Dr. Kevin Strait and Drew Tally over there gave me my
shot and the rest is history. I went to celebrate over there at
the donor’s party and wow! It was a crazy party. I ran into a
Chitlin’ Circuit all-star who I hadn’t seen in 30 years. When I
saw him, it’s lucky we didn’t get kicked out because we acted
a fool. His guitar is in the museum as well. It was a surreal
experience. I got to meet one of President Obama’s military
advisors—that was pretty surreal. It was amazing. Everybody
from Bootsie Collins to Parliament Funkadelic Mothership
and Jimi Hendrix’s Marshall amplifier is in there. The Voodoo
guitar, the guitar that I made, is named Marie. Marie sits right
next to Lead Belly’s guitar and Chuck Berry’s Cadillac is right
there. I have the holy grail of all spots in the museum. Thanks
to Dr. Kevin Straits and Drew Tally again for the love.
The guitar (Marie) had been buried for three days whenever the
actual US Art commission came to pick it up. Those guys had to
dig it up, unearth the guitar. Whenever it got to the Smithsonian,
I got a very urgent and disturbing call from the staff wondering
why the hell I buried the guitar. That’s just what I do with my
instruments—at least some of them. They were quite concerned
about it, so it had to go before a panel first instead of being just
grandfathered into the museum. It actually had to be voted on.
They opened up the coffin/crate the guitar was in and blessed it
into the establishment. What I didn’t know was that by burying
the guitar, there was a chance that paper-eating mites might
get into the guitar. So the guitar had to be brought out and
quarantined for several months to make sure that the last copy
of the Declaration of Independence wasn’t eaten up by the
Voodoo Guitar. It makes a lot of sense, so I apologized to the
folks there. But, now they’re alright with it and it added to the
lore of the guitar.
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So, that’s where we’re at man. We’re at the Smithsonian. It’s a
great honor.
LET’S TALK ABOUT ANOTHER GREAT HONOR. NOT
VERY MANY PEOPLE ARE LUCKY ENOUGH TO PLAY THE
CHITLIN’ CIRCUIT, LET ALONE KNOW ABOUT IT IF YOU’RE
NOT AFRICAN AMERICAN. HOW DID YOU GET STARTED IN
PLAYING THE CHITLIN’ CIRCUIT?
DON I started off when I was about 14 years-old and playing
with Miss Lavelle White later on. The Chitlin’ Circuit is the
circuit where black musicians were allowed to play because
they weren’t allowed to play on the other circuit. At a very
young age, I was invited to go out onto the circuit and start
playing music. Miss Lavelle White, the greatest soul singer
on the planet, invited me and gave me this opportunity. I just
went around the world playing music and got to open up for
everybody from B.B. King to Otis Rush and Bobby Womack—
all these great living legends at the time. Albert Collins, Albert
King and wow—on a bus with Lavelle White traveling around
the world and around the country.
You had to grow up fast out there. Lavelle would straight razor
cut your ass if you f’d around on her set. I was fired several
times, left in several cities, but Lavelle was a great boss and
she was a fair lady. Lavelle picked cotton as a young child in
Mississippi and at the age of about 15 she went to Houston,
Texas and found Don Robey and became a part of Peacock
Records. She started penning songs over there. I guess she
penned one of Bobby “Blue” Bland’s hits Lead on Me when
she was there. Then she moved on to Chicago and ripped that
city apart and became a household name over there. She was
the house lady at the legendary Kingston Mines and is still
ripping it apart today in Austin, Texas. We still have that love
and friendship. I can’t say enough about her. She gave me my
first shot.

YOU PROBABLY LEARNED A LOT FROM HER,
I WOULD IMAGINE.
DON I did. Like I said, you had to be right when you hit the stage
with Lavelle. You had to look right, you had to dress right, not a
lot of drinking, not a lot of cussing, not a lot of loud noise going
on on-stage. If you got off into that kind of bag, she would stop
the set right there and fire your ass on the spot! I’m talking
about on the spot—in the middle of a set. You had to take that
walk of shame. But you knew you done f’d up. It was your
fault and you let the road get the best of you. You just got to
be professional. She taught me how to be professional and for
that I am extremely grateful. I mean she’s a living legend.
WOW! YOU’VE HAD AN AMAZING JOURNEY.
YOU STARTED YOUR CAREER BIG AND KEPT GROWING
FROM THERE. IT’S AMAZING.
DON It’s been a magical ride. You know the Chitlin’ Circuit will
grow you up fast. It will eat your ass up. It’s not for everybody.
I’ve seen a lot of people take a dive and not survive it. You just
have to power up and hope you have a good boss like Lavelle
was—trailblazing and showing you the way.

WE’RE JUST GOING
TO CONTINUE TO
KICK ASS OUT HERE
AND GO GET IT.
THAT’S JUST WHAT
WE DO.

WHAT’S ON THE HORIZON FOR YOU MUSICALLY
OR ARTISTICALLY?
DON Musically, once again Nikki and I are working on some
stuff. I just talked to her man Jeff and we’re going to do some
stuff. I’m writing a lot of acoustic stuff. I’m spending a lot of
my time playing acoustic guitar. As far as what I have going
on the other side, my sons Logan and Avery with my daughter
Sienna—we have some big stuff that’s going to pop off. We’re
talking about a design company. We take guitars and design
guitars. We take clothing and design new clothing and come
up with new concepts. You know, we’re just going to continue
to kick ass out here and go get it. That’s just what we do.
IT’S OBVIOUS THIS PAIR IS ABOUT TO ACCOMPLISH SOME
AMAZING THINGS IN THE NEAR FUTURE. TO CONNECT
WITH DON MOSER DIRECTLY DROP HIM A LINE VIA HIS
EMAIL AT DONMOSER@ROCKETMAIL.COM

Scan this code to
WATCH THE FULL
INTERVIEW now!
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JOE SIMPSON
M O R E T H A N J U S T A FAT H E R
Written by LOWELL TAYLOR
When most people hear the name Joe Simpson, they think
father (and manager) to Jessica and Ashley Simpson.
However, as we discovered
in a recent conversation with
Joe, he is so much more.
Over the years Joe Simpson
has worn many hats—Baptist
minister, psychologist, music
manager, record label exec, TV
producer and photographer.
“I was a psychologist. I taught
in college for 11 years. I worked
with kids who’d been abused and
then I became a music manager
which is kind of the opposite
of what I had been doing in my
life. In therapy you teach people
to tell the truth and that lies
destroy relationships… Then I
got in the music business. I had
to relearn how people interact.
I came from Texas where when
you give people your word—
that’s what it is, but that never
happens in the music business.
I’ve shot 3 videos, I’ve produced 7
movies and 10 television shows,
but I love photography most
because as a music manager
or the producer of TV/film there are so many moving parts
and the beauty of photography is that it’s just me and my
camera—I can knock it out. I don’t need another…[person].”
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It is in his most recent career endeavor as a photographer
that Joe’s career comes full circle. Unbeknownst to
most, Joe discovered his love
for photography early on in life
when his mother gave him a
camera at age 14. Though Joe
Simpson’s photography career
may seem like a new endeavor,
the truth is he’s simply returning
to his roots. While recounting his
career, Joe talks about working
his way through college in a photo
lab as well as photographing
sports and weddings. In fact, Joe
photographed his own wedding
to Jessica and Ashley’s mother,
Tina.
“Growing up, we were poor.
My mom was always giving us
art projects, things to do that
we could afford. So at 14, she
gave me a camera, and I talked
her into helping me with a
Scan this QR
little darkroom in our garage. I
code to catch Joe
started developing pictures, and
Simpson speaking
I worked my way through college
on his new muse
shooting
sports,
shooting
weddings—in
fact,
I
shot
my own
with ET Canada!
wedding. Tina’s wedding photo
was done by me because we
couldn’t afford any other way.”
Transitioning to fashion and portrait photography just
made sense for Simpson. Music and fashion have long
since been inextricably intertwined, so after years of

being deeply embedded in the music industry, making
the jump into fashion and portrait photography was
pretty simple. However, labeling Joe Simpson solely as
a fashion or portrait photographer would be a serious
understatement about his creative artistry. He also does
fine art photography that is much more akin to graphic/
pop art than the traditional black and white photos most
expect when they think of fine art photography. His body
of work, is inspired from the Warhol Factory times of pop
art and alludes to both California cool and calculated
brand creation. In May 2016 he exhibited his fine art
photography at the Bruce Lurie Gallery in Los Angeles,
where his daughters attended to show their support.
“I take fashion photography and flip it. It’s very Andy
Warhol-ish, the feel and look. I take it and make art
pieces out of it. I did that because I ran an ad company
that did billboards for all the movies.”
Meeting Joe Simpson for the first time at his Malibu
home, it was apparent that his many career moves
and successes are the result of his high energy and
drive. Despite having recently undergone surgery for
prostate cancer, Joe Simpson shows no signs of slowing
down—having recently shot a campaign for Clinique,
photographed Brandi Glanville and Eva Sambora,
covered fashion week in Palm Springs and heading off to
Japan to shoot the cover for Nation-Alist. Amid all of the
hustle and bustle, Joe still manages to find time to do all
of his own editing work. That means the finished product
is 100% Joe Simpson—from start to finish. According to
Joe, photography allows him to be himself and just enjoy
the art of creating.
“I LOVE THE ART. IT’S A GREAT PLACE TO BE IN
ORDER TO HAVE SOME SORT OF CONTROL OVER
MY LIFE IN THE OUT-OF-CONTROL WORLD THAT
I LIVE IN. IT’S ALSO GIVEN ME THE ABILITY TO
BE JOE SIMPSON AGAIN. FOR 20 YEARS I’VE
BEEN THE FATHER OF JESSICA SIMPSON OR
ASHLEY SIMPSON AND IT’S GREAT TO JUST BE
JOE AGAIN. I WAS JOE FOR A LONG TIME. I WAS
JOE FOR 40 YEARS…BEFORE BECOMING A MUSIC
MANAGER.”

The PERFECT POSE
Lindsay Adler, a photographer in NYC, has risen to the top
of her industry as both a photographer and educator and
has become an industry favorite in fashion. This season
we wish to highlight her book, The Boudoir Posing Guide, a
book that offers models and photographers a true insight
on the art of posing. With high quality posing examples
that not only inspire but teach individuals how to create the
perfect boudoir session, each page introduces to a wide
range of options from sitting, standing, and laying poses.
In addition, the book takes an extra step by sharing best
practices with a wide variety of camera settings to create
the best mood.
This little book is a mini bible in the art of posing, and is an
essential reference guide for both novice and experienced
photographers.
lindsayadlerphotography.com

Scan this QR code to
download your FREE
preview of The Boudoir
Posing Guide today!
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LAFM MODEL SEARCH
2017
Have what it takes to be the face of LA?
#INSTAGOOD #INSTAMODEL #INSTAVOTE #LAFM
Submit a friend or enter for a chance to win $500 and
a trip to LA to star in your very own Fashion Editorial
that’ll be featured in our next issue!
For more details go to:
THELAFASHION.COM or
email MODELS@THELAFASHION.COM

FOLLOW THE QR
CODE TO OUR IG

Photography
LINDSAY ADLER from
”BOUDOIR POSING GUIDE”

HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN MODELING?
NC My modeling career actually started in Asia, back in 1996. For
years, I was doing mostly runway and commercials, but very little
in the way of print or editorial. Right before I came to the US, in
2004, I had stopped modeling. It was just not something I had
considered a possibility in the States, until about three years ago
HOW DID YOU GET YOUR START AS A MODEL?
NC In 1995, I was persuaded to enter the Miss Thailand Universe
beauty pageant for fun. My parents weren’t keen on it, but, since
coincidentally there was no swimsuit section
that year, they let me do it. I ended up as one of
the 15 finalists, and was spotted by a modeling
scout, who helped introduce me to castings
and I got my first TV commercial. On the back
of that, I was cast by Versace for my very first
runway. It was a huge show and I was very lucky
indeed, as I was chosen to wear the finale outfit
for the show. I was also fortunate to walk in that
show with my sister, who was already modeling
at that time. My career just took off from there.

don’t have something to offer to the world. There is beauty at every
stage in a woman’s life. The way I handle myself today is entirely
different than how I carried myself ten years ago; I’m sure that in
another ten years I’ll be at a different phase in my journey then too.
Age doesn’t define you, your attitude does. I do like to take care of
myself, so that from a purely physical standpoint also helps.
However, though, it’s important to note that my current trajectory
is truly thanks to many people who have helped me along the way.
I certainly wouldn’t have had the great opportunities, without my
caring and supportive friends, colleagues and
by no means least my boyfriend, who tries
to make as many of my shows as humanly
possible. Their collective support combined
with my passion for what I do is what keeps
me successful, even at my current age.

I WAS CAST BY

VERSACE

HOW 42 YEAR-OLD MODEL
NET CHITTANGKURA
IS RE-WRITING
THE RULES
Written by
LOWELL TAYLOR

Photography by
SUZANNE STRONG

FOR MY VERY

FIRST RUNWAY.
IT WAS A

WHY DO YOU THINK YOUR CAREER IS ON
AN UPWARD TRAJECTORY AT A POINT
WHEN MOST MODELS WOULD HAVE
ALREADY RETIRED?
NC I thought I had already retired, but somehow
fell right back into it. I don’t really consider
modeling as a job, in that it’s a great passion
of mine, so when the opportunity presented
itself, it felt natural to be doing it again. I’m
still modeling because I enjoy it so much. I had no idea and no
expectations, when I stepped in to help out a friend by walking in
the Amato runway in 2013 that my modeling career would take off
again as it has done. I’m truly blessed to be able to continue doing
something I love. It was not intentional—I don’t do it for fame or
fortune, I just feel so at home on the catwalk. It gives me such
a buzz. I’m just pleased that people seem to respond well to my
spirit and my energy and that is also part of what keeps me going
for it. I seem to also be getting more photoshoot opportunities,
which is adding another challenge for me and I love it!

HUGE SHOW AND
I WAS VERY

LUCKY INDEED

In my opinion, age is just a number, but beauty is not. Beauty is
a state of being, especially when you’re comfortable in your own
skin. I may not be a young girl anymore, but that doesn’t mean I
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IN ADDTION TO MODELING, YOU ALSO
OWN YOUR OWN HIGH-END SPA. HOW DO
YOU BALANCE THE DEMANDS?
NC My spa in Larchmont Village is another
of my passions, and it’s thanks to a very
understanding and accommodating business
partner, Faye, at Awe Spa, that I get to live
out my fantasies in my modelling career too.
It’s hard sometimes to juggle both, but Faye
really has been another blessing in my life.
It does takes a lot of focus and dedication
though, to be a successful business owner
and model at the same time in the US.

WHAT PLANS DO YOU HAVE FOR YOUR CAREER OVER THE
NEXT COUPLE YEARS? WHAT WOULD BE YOUR DREAM JOB?
NC That’s a good question. I’m a real dreamer, open to opportunity.
Aside from living out my current dreams, I don’t quite know what
the future holds for me, but I’m ready for any new challenge and
to discover new passions ahead. I also love traveling, and want to
continue exploring the world. I’ve been considering starting my
own clothing label and jewelry line, or starting some other new
business idea - I can’t give everything away just yet. I believe in
destiny, and that the right opportunities present themselves when
you are ready for them, in the right place and at the right time. The
universe reveals all in good time - you just have to have faith and
trust in that knowledge.
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ACTRESS SPOTLIGHT
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Photography
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“I KINDA ACCIDENTALLY WATCHED [MR.

THOSE QUESTIONS CANNOT BE ANSWERED.

45] WHEN I WAS A KID AND I WAS AMAZED

SO FOR DAY TO DAY LIFE MEDITATION AND

BY ZOE LUND. HER PERFORMANCE HAD SO

MINDFULNESS MIGHT WORK BETTER THAN

MANY LAYERS, IT MOVED ME SO DEEPLY, I

OVERTHINKING. IT´S LIKE CAMUS´ MYTH

COULD FEEL HER VULNERABILITY AND FEAR

OF SISYPHUS, FIND JOY IN THE STRUGGLE.”

AND THEN HER ANGER AND DESIRE FOR
VENGEANCE. SHE LOSES HER INNOCENCE
RIGHT IN FRONT OF YOU AND BECOMES
STRONG AND VIOLENT. SINCE SHE IS MUTE,
SHE TELLS EVERYTHING WITH HER EYES
AND YOU CAN SEE THE EXACT MOMENT
WHERE SHE DECIDES TO ABANDON HER
VICTIM STATUS TO BECOME LITERALLY
THE ANGEL OF VENGEANCE. SHE REMAINS
ONE OF MY FAVORITE ACTORS ALONG WITH
ISABELLE ADJANI.”

The term “breakout star” implies the act of abruptly beginning
something new that earns immediate success. Colombian model
and actress Martina Garcia is often described as a breakout star
for her role as Maritza in hit Netflix series Narcos, but her steady
trajectory to success makes female powerhouse a much better
description. Taking charge of her career both on and off the
screen, she proves the power of authentically diverse images by
captivating audiences worldwide. And by the looks of the projects
she’s got lined up, her winning streak is far from over.
Garcia may be a new face to U.S. audiences, but globally the
Latina jack of all trades has been establishing her career since
the late 1990’s as a teen model. Appearing in international
campaigns and even landing a few magazine covers, her vision
for a life in front of the camera came to fruition with a splash
early on. Abel Ferrara’s Mr. 45 became an important catalyst for
her dreams by introducing her to an emotionally transparent
character that would influence what would become a signature
of her own career.
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This inspiration led the globetrotter, who at one point lived
between Mexico, Paris and Barcelona, to hone in on her own
acting talents by studying theater and drama intensively at
prestigious institutions throughout Colombia, London and
Madrid. During this time period she also studied philosophy,
learning a number of theories that reframed her perception of
the world and heightened her personal consciousness.

“NIETZSCHE ON MORALS AND DERRIDA ON
CHANGE, I´M QUITE OBSESSED WITH THE
IDEA OF DECONSTRUCTING EVERYTHING!
STUDYING AT THE SORBONNE IN PARIS
WAS THE HAPPIEST TIME BUT ALSO THE
MOST DEPRESSING. NOT TO SOUND TOO
PRETENTIOUS BUT YOUR THOUGHT PROCESS
CAN GET VERY EXISTENTIAL. AND OF COURSE

The undeniably raw talent and eager ambition that Martina Garcia
possesses has forged a steadfast career that won’t be slowing
down anytime soon -- her portrayal of single mother Maritza on
the hit series Narcos is proof. Playing such a poignant character
amidst the turbulent period of Escobar’s reign in Colombia is a
role that unexpectedly brought Martina’s life full circle, forcing
her to relive a heart wrenching period of her adolescence from
an entirely new lens.

TAKES PLACE IN MEDELLÍN) I REMEMBER
ALL THOSE PEOPLE BEING KILLED, ALL
THE BOMBS.. EVERYONE LIVING IN FEAR. I
KINDA LIKE THAT PEOPLE ARE GETTING TO
KNOW WHAT WE WENT THROUGH.”
As difficult as it sounds, Garcia has channeled her own
personal experiences to breathe authenticity into an
important story on a massive public stage. Her reward
has been earning the opportunity to represent her
country while gaining incredible momentum in the U.S.
market; opening even more doors for the hard working
actress. Her passion and persistence to constantly
highlight the value of diversity has made her much more
than an actress, but a budding cultural icon.
Martina Garcia has had quite the run in Hollywood so far, and
you can expect to see much more of her soon. She’ll be starring
in Fox’s upcoming film The Hidden Face releasing this year and
has just wrapped up co-writing a script for a project she’s set
to produce. Garcia’s raw talent, passion and constant desire for
more has granted her the opportunity to forge a new lane for
herself where the possibilities are limitless. And from what we
know of her talent so far, she backs up everything she says with
action and accomplish everything she aspires to do.
So, what can the bombshell girl boss possibly have on her list to
accomplish next?

“HAVING GROWN UP IN COLOMBIA IN THE
90S, IT PROBABLY FELT MORE ORGANIC,
DEFINITELY

NOT

JUST

LIKE

FICTION.

WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF THE SERIES MY
CHARACTER IS UTTERLY NORMAL, JUST
A GIRL TRYING TO SURVIVE UNDER SOME
EXTREME

CIRCUMSTANCES.

ALTHOUGH

I WAS BORN IN BOGOTA DC (THE SERIES
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“I´D LOVE TO WORK IN ENGLISH AND FRENCH
WITH REALLY AMAZING DIRECTORS. I WANT
TO BE SURROUNDED BY GREAT TALENTED
ARTISTS WHO ARE ALSO GREAT HUMAN
BEINGS.”
We can’t wait to see it all unfold, Martina. After all -- actions
speak louder than words.

MELLISA NIELSEN
BENEFIT AUCTIONEER
If you’re anything like me, when you think of an auctioneer, you
think of some old guy with a southern accent who speaks at
breakneck speeds—well, Mellisa Nielsen is anything but that!
Mellissa is young, vibrant and has dedicated her talents to
fundraising for charitable causes. In all honesty Nielsen
can speak at auctioneer speeds with the best of them, but
what is truly more impressive is her dedication to her clients.
Oh yeah, and did we mention that she graduated from the
Missouri Auction School… that’s essentially the Harvard
of live auctioneering! To date, she has successfully raised
approximately $200MM for her clients.

5 V I S I O N A R I E S T O W AT C H I N 2 0 1 7

Mellisa Nielsen’s passion for supporting charitable causes
started at a young age, when she graduated high school with
well above the required community service hours because
she wanted to help. Since launching her company—Charity
Angels, LLC in 2003, Mellisa Nielsen has been steadily gaining
momentum and new clients; so much so that she has started
a new company called Auctioneer Angels to build a small
team of talented live auctioneers who can help her manage
some of the increasing volume. Despite rapid growth and
increasing attention, the one constant across all of Mellisa
Nielsen’s fundraising campaigns is her dedication and
investment in her clients. Mellisa has worked with all types
of clients from celebrities to corporate CEOs to raise money
for organizations or causes such as Jude Children’s Research
Hospital, the Heart Foundation, FIDF, Cystic Fibrosis, and the
Partnership for Public Schools.
Charity Angels has been such a successful model for helping
charities and non-profits to fundraise that it has garnered
national and international media attention from the likes of
ABC’s 20/20, Bloomberg Television, Bloomberg Businessweek
and Forbes, to name a few.
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WEBSITES
thecharityangels.com
auctioneerangels.com
mattsfoundation.org
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MONICA MAURO
JEWELRY DESIGNER

In addition to designing beautiful jewelry, Monica Mauro
is a jewelry brand with a personal touch. Mauro makes a
conscious effort to make a personal connection with the
people who buy her designs. The relationship is incredibly
important for showing her appreciation for her clientele. It’s
important to Monica Mauro that those buying her designs feel
special—a fact that is evident in everything from the thought
that goes into each piece to Monica Mauro’s interaction with
fans on social media and at trunk shows.

WEBSITE monicamauro.com
INSTAGRAM @MonicaMauroDesigns
FACEBOOK /MonicaMauroJewelry

Photography by SOBE STANFORD
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Another element of Monica Mauro’s jewelry designs is that they
draw inspiration from nature and are known for incorporating
semi-precious stones that are both beautiful and imbued
with healing properties. The Druzy collection, Monica Mauro’s
most recent collection, is made from druzy agate stones.
Druzy agate stones are a crystallized form of the agate stone;
characterized by how they shimmer and shine in sunlight. The
druzy agate stone is considered to be good luck and a stone
of physical and emotional strength. She also offers jewelry
in a variety of other stones, some of her favorites include
labradorite, moonstone and pyrite. These stones are known
to dramatically change colors in the sunlight, which makes
them versatile pieces for day or night.
Recently dubbed 2017 Accessories Designer of the Year
this past October during Phoenix Fashion Week, Monica
Mauro’s designs are definitely getting noticed and making an
impression on buyers and consumers alike.

OWNER

OF

BOKAOS SALON

Ever wonder what separates a good hairstylist from a great
hairstylist? Well, the wait is over. Hairdresser Hasblady
Guzman and her team of stylists have set the standard.
With over 30 years of experience, focus on natural products,
meticulous attention to detail and a “client-first” attitude
Hasblady Guzman and her team have caught the eye of
everyone from a regular Jane to high-profile celebrities. As
further evidence, her salon Bokaos (an Aveda lifestyle salon
in the heart of Pasadena) is still growing despite celebrating
its 25th anniversary this year.

Photography by JOSHUA SHULTZ

Initially starting her designing career by making glass fused
jewelry, Mauro switched to natural stones while expecting
her first child. She was concerned about the safety of cutting
glass in her home studio with a newborn. Ultimately, she
found success with druzy stones as a result of the change for
which she credits her son Giancarlo.

HASBLADY GUZMAN

Offering an aesthetics department, tanning, extensions, lash
extensions, hair coloring, cutting and all 800 SKUs of Aveda
products the Bokaos salon is truly a one-stop glam squad
shop. It’s no wonder Guzman and the Bokaos team are
responsible for getting people ready for the red carpet at the
Grammys and Oscars every year. It’s not all glitz and glamour
though—there is a backbone of hard work. Hasblady’s stylists
at Bokaos are expected to stay current on the most recent
trends and styling techniques—so they are constantly training
in places like London, New York and San Francisco to hone
their craft. Guzman only hires the best stylists who are
willing to go the extra mile to make sure that their clients are
satisfied. For every 70 stylists who apply, only 2 may be hired.

I WANT MY CLIENTS TO LOOK
IN THE MIRROR AND FALL IN LOVE
WITH THEMSELVES WHEN I AM DONE.
I ALWAYS TRY TO GET THAT REACTION.

BOKAOS SALON
52 Hugus Alley
Pasadena, CA 1103
626.304.0007

In addition to the notoriety and high profile clientele
Hasblady and her team also support altruistic endeavors like
organizations that help women regain their children and the
Hillside Orphanage in Pasadena.
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RYAN VANDYKE
PHYSICAL FITNESS EXPERT
Fitness guru Ryan VanDyke is truly a 21st century fitness
expert—investing in his clients beyond the workout. For
VanDyke training with his clients goes beyond just physical
activity, it also includes nutrition and most importantly a
mental commitment to succeeding for both client and trainer.
Embracing a holistic fitness approach and the power of the
Internet, VanDyke helps people around the country reach
their fitness goals. From private client Facebook groups and
YouTube workouts to in-person one-on-one training sessions,
VanDyke leverages all of the tools at his disposal to provide
consistency and support for his clients—both critical elements
for their success.
Although he is primarily known as a personal trainer, Ryan
VanDyke is actually a very well-rounded healthy lifestyle
coach who enjoys helping his clients navigate the inextricably
linked worlds of exercise, nutrition and self-realization. His
dedication to transforming lives and investing time in his
clients as individuals sets him apart from a run-of-the-mill
trainer you may find at any big fitness chain.

INSTAGRAM @RyanScottVanDyke
TWITTER @RyanVanDyke
FACEBOOK /rvdfit
YOUTUBE /broncodigital

WHEN YOU KNOW WHO YOU ARE AND ACCEPT
WHO YOU ARE, FLAWS AND ALL—PEOPLE NOTICE
THAT. YOU HAVE TO REALLY BE AUTHENTIC. WHEN
YOU MOTIVATE AND INSPIRE AND ARE ACTUALLY
CREATING CHANGE IN SOMEONE’S LIFE, THAT HAS
A RIPPLE EFFECT. YOU MAY NOT PICK UP A CLIENT
FROM THAT PERSON, BUT SOMEBODY ELSE MAY BE
INSPIRED FROM THAT TRANSFORMATION. MAYBE
I WON’T MAKE MONEY ON IT OR AFFECT THAT
PERSON DIRECTLY, BUT INDIRECTLY I’M AFFECTING
PEOPLE ONE BY ONE. THAT’S REALLY MY WHOLE
MISSION FOR RVD FIT—A ONE-BY-ONE MOVEMENT.

TOMER GRASSIANY
PROPRIETOR

OF

T O W H O M I T M AY C H O C O L AT E S

For anyone who has navigated the world of legal marijuana and
cannabis confections, the experience can be overwhelming.
Most products are targeted towards stereotypical stoners—
not necessarily interested in the quality of the non-THC
ingredients. This attitude created a gap in the market excluding
those who truly want to take advantage of the many medicinal
properties of cannabis products, but are also invested in
healthy living. This is where Tomer Grassiany’s companies To
Whom It May Chocolates and Art of Edibles come into play.
In 2013 Tomer Grassiany suffered from a debilitating back
injury and as a clean eater and active athlete searched for
a naturally-derived medicinal aid to address his pain and
inability to participate fully in daily life. After months of
sampling marijuana-based solutions—including inhalation
and a wide variety of sugary, highly-processed edibles, Tomer
took matters into his own hands and began crafting a new
standard of cannabis edibles—where taste and quality of
ingredients are foremost.
In his research, Grassiany also heard so many stories about
people who had bad experiences with cannabis edibles,
largely due to high dosages targeting heavy THC consumers.
In response, he created an easy to understand dosage system
ranging from 2.5mg THC for sporadic THC consumers to 45mg
of THC for heavy THC consumers. He even has chocolates
with no THC at all—for those who may want to enjoy chocolate
without the THC!! In the end, Tomer Grassiany has created
a grown-up cannabis experience for those who care just as
much about the experience as the quality of the products
they ingest. The difference is apparent from the sleek highend design of the websites to the convenient delivery service
through www.greenly.me

WEBSITES
ToWhomItMayChocolates.com
TheArtOfEdibles.com
INSTAGRAM
@ToWhomItMayChocolates
@TheArtOfEdibles

For anyone who is dedicated to making a healthy change for
themselves and taking back control of their life, Ryan VanDyke
is there to provide knowledge and support along the way.
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DESIGNER SPOTLIGHT

ZOAN ASH
Written by LISA O’DIGIE

Zoan Ash has been making headlines as the
latest talent in couture fashion. Characterized
by elaborate designs, intricate details, and
vibrant colors, this collection suggests a sense
of royalty and glamour. Most recently worn by
model Vanessa Curry, Zoan Ash is becoming an
international sensation.

As Ash recalls, her best accomplishment this
year was being featured at the annual GBK
Luxury Lounge honoring the 2016 Emmy
Awards nominees and presenters. There,
celebrities like Maisie Williams, Yara Shahidi,
Michelle Ang, and RuPaul were able to receive
exclusive gifts from the Zoan Ash collection.

Owned and operated by Bangladeshi designer
Sultana Ash, the couture brand draws inspiration
from the global fashion capital itself, Paris. With
a strong focus on individuality, this line features
meticulous construction details for defined
silhouettes, as well as experimenting with a

As a Bangladeshi brand, Ash hopes to use
her platform as a designer to uplift her home
country. Bangladesh has a growing apparel
and garments industry, ranking as the second
biggest exporter in the world. Although this
industry has seen recent growth in Bangladesh,

broad spectrum of patterns for a fine quality
finish. Every piece in the Zoan Ash collection
is handcrafted and as a result can take up to
8 months to produce the final custom designs.

poverty still remains widespread. Ash aspires
to gain international support for her country,
and continues to do so through her work as a
designer.

From designing her own clothes when she was
younger, to friends requesting her designs,
Sultana Ash can truly say that fashion is in her
DNA. Early in her career, she began designing
business casual apparel, but soon found that
the culture and tradition of her home country
of Bangladesh to be a source of inspiration for
a new approach. In Bangladesh, many cultural
events require dresses or gowns and paired
with the demand for high fashion, Ash found
her niche with Zoan Ash.

The future of Zoan Ash is definitely bright; Ash
was asked to develop four exclusive designs for
the worldwide pop and fashion icon Rihanna
and is in talks to also work with famed singer,
actress and dancer Jennifer Lopez. She hopes
to open a new shop, and to continue to make
her family and country proud.
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PINK KARMA
Model: Casey Clare

Photography: Rebecca Perez

Raisin’ the Bar Ring

PINKKARMA.COM

Karma Necklace

